
Issue Highlights ...

VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
GENERAL SELVA VISITS THE KCNSC CAMPUS
Sparks were flying as Vice Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff General Selva welded a B61 
flight test component during his visit to KCNSC 
in February. We’re proud to showcase our 
innovation and dedication to the mission! ...

SPACE CAMP LAUNCHES THE  
IMAGINATION FOR AREA STUDENTS 
Nine local Kansas City students were among 
300 students selected worldwide from 25 
countries to participate in this year’s Honeywell 
Leadership Challenge Academy. Created in 
partnership with the U.S. Space & Rocket 
Center, the Space Camp is a week-long program 
that takes place at in Huntsville, Alabama. At the 
Academy, students ...

GIBSON AND ADAMS  
NAMED BLACK ACHIEVERS
Honeywell engineers Tamara Gibson and Offie 
Adams are this year’s recipients of the Black 
Achievers Award. Each year the Black Achievers 
Society of Kansas City selects business leaders 
who serve as role models to the community. 
Tamara Gibson, a senior chemical engineer, 
joined Honeywell in 2010 as part of an 
engineering rotation program ...
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Simulation saves  
the day
The workload at Kansas City 
National Security Campus, along 
with the entire nuclear security 
enterprise, is dramatically increasing 
as we work to modernize and 
refurbish the nation’s nuclear 
deterrent through the Life Extension 
Programs. Considering the ...
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In the last decade, there has been a lot of focus on 
the weapon systems in the National Nuclear Security 
Administration’s (NNSA) Stockpile Life Extension 
Program. Systems such as the W76, B61, and W88 
(named for the year they were deployed) were chosen 
for refurbishment, while others like the B83, may be 
on a path for eventual retirement. 

Since the B83 was not chosen for refurbishment, it 
has not been cost effective to upgrade and modernize 
the B83 support and test equipment. This has left the 
B83 engineering teams at KCNSC with the need to 
develop innovative solutions by salvaging components 
needed to ensure we are meeting commitments to the 
NNSA. As long as the B83 remains in the stockpile, 
there is still a requirement to continue to prove its 
surety and reliability every year to the President of the 
United States. 

Test flights are conducted to simulate real conditions 
using a diagnostic package, which is assembled at 
the KCNSC. The package, commonly referred to as 
a B83 Joint Test Subassembly, replaces the nuclear 
explosive package in flight. The data collected from 
the flight test of each unit is used to aid the NNSA 
in certifying reliability of the B83 system for the 
Department of Defense and Department of Energy. 

Utilizing their part management system, the B83 
team identified missing components or those in short 

quantity. The team also helped support the builds by 
dismantling past Joint Test Subassembly units in an 
attempt to harvest individual components. 

To create better flow, they developed and 
implemented several Lean and Visual Management 
Methods that led to creating visual assembly work 
instructions, an organized part and tool management 
system and a better departmental layout. These 
improvements dramatically reduced the manufacturing 
flow time and amount of issues experienced during 
the assembly, resulting in the on-time delivery of this 
critical test component.

Lisa E. Gordon-Hagerty was sworn in on Feb. 
22 by Secretary Rick Perry as the Department 
of Energy’s Under Secretary for Nuclear Security 
and Administrator of the National Nuclear Security 
Administration (NNSA).

Administrator Gordon-Hagerty is responsible for the 
management and operation of NNSA in support 
of President Trump’s and Secretary Perry’s nuclear 
security agenda.

“Lisa Gordon-Hagerty exemplifies the leadership 
and institutional knowledge required to oversee 
the National Nuclear Security Administration,” said 
Secretary Perry. “I am especially proud of the fact that 
she is the first woman in history to lead the NNSA 
and look forward to working together to address 
the Administration’s goal of modernizing our nuclear 
security enterprise.”

Administrator Gordon-Hagerty brings more than 30 
years of national security experience to the position.

“I would like to express my gratitude to President 
Trump and Secretary Perry for their trust and 
confidence in me to lead the National Nuclear Security 
Administration,” said Administrator Gordon-Hagerty. 
“What an honor and privilege it is to serve my country 
and strengthen our nuclear security.”

Prior to joining the Trump Administration, 
Administrator Gordon-Hagerty was president of Tier 
Tech International, Inc., a Service Disabled Veteran 
Owned Small Business providing professional 
expertise to combating weapons of mass destruction 
terrorism worldwide. She was also president and CEO 
of LEG, Inc., a consulting firm focusing on national 
security issues.

She has also served previously in several U.S. 
Government leadership positions at the National 
Security Council, DOE, and the U.S. House 
of Representatives Committee on Energy and 
Commerce. She began her career as a health 
physicist at DOE’s Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory.

B83 mission continues despite retirement plans

Gordon-Hagerty accepts role of  
NNSA Administrator 
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Sparks were flying as Vice 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff General Selva welded a 
B61 flight test component during 
his visit to KCNSC in February. 
We’re proud to showcase our 
innovation and dedication to the 
mission!
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Simulation saves the day
The workload at Kansas City National 
Security Campus, along with the entire 
nuclear security enterprise, is dramatically 
increasing as we work to modernize and 
refurbish the nation’s nuclear deterrent 
through the Life Extension Programs. 
Considering the importance of keeping the 
stockpile safe, secure and reliable, there is 
little room for schedule delays or rework. 

When a recent assembly was at risk for 
on-time delivery because of dimensional 
differences with a supplier, the Advanced 
Engineering Simulation and Analysis team 
stepped in with the critical simulation data 
to resolve the issue. 

The team determined what type of 
simulations could be completed quickly to 
provide the assurance that the deviations 
would not have a negative impact on 
function. Through careful and strategic use 
of simulation, we were able to maintain 
schedule and cost as well as improve 
overall product producibility. 

Watch the latest KCNSC Tech Talk video 
series to learn more about this team.

Chief Technology Officer David McMindes sparked the 
idea of developing Centers of Excellence (COE) five 
years ago to prepare for the wave of new technologies 
being developed for insertion into the stockpile. The 
idea was to identify specific technology focus areas and 

provide technical staff a way to collaborate and share 
ideas to further our technology strategies. Since that 
time, the Research and Development at the KCNSC has 
grown 100 percent and technologies such as Additive 
Manufacturing result in productivity enhancements 
and cost avoidance of over $100M on the current Life 
Extension Programs. 

Today, Honeywell’s Technology Organization at KCNSC 
consists of not only COEs, but Systems Engineering 
and the Material Sciences Division, which are the key 
constituents of an evolved technology organization 
designed to research, develop, and implement cutting 
edge, science-based manufacturing technologies. 
These organizations drive the effectiveness and 
productivity of the R&D process at the KCNSC. 

Getting a new technology through the development 
stages and ready for use in production is a long journey. 
It is a significant achievement due to the high-bar of 

understanding required to prevent any negative impact 
to reliability or safety. Challenges include a thorough 
understanding of current and future mission needs 
and a real-time understanding of current scientific 
achievements, by collaborating with academia and 
industry. The intersection of these mission needs and 
collective research forms the basis of the process to 
revolutionize KCNSC’s production. 

The Technology Organization creates Roadmaps that 
define long-term technology goals, matched with the 
appropriate funding sources, typically starting with 
Plant-Directed Research and Development and moving 
to tail number funding as the technology matures. Also 
identified are the resources and facilities required to 
maximize success. The entire process is beginning to 
show success through the insertion of revolutionary 
ideas and technologies into weapon systems currently 
in development and into the conceptual stages of future 
systems.

Some like it hot…like copper, which requires roughly 
twice as much heat input than steel to get it to fuse 
correctly. Being a high-heat conductive alloy, copper 
is notorious for being a challenge to weld using both 
traditional methods and 3D metal laser printing. 
However, products made from copper and its alloys 
are in high demand. So, Honeywell engineers at the 
Kansas City National Security Campus set out to 
solve the challenge of fluctuating temperatures.

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a continuous welding 
process, where the powder is melted and welded to 
the previously deposited layers. The part’s creation is 
made by repetitively welding material together layer 
by layer; therefore, issues seen during traditional 
welding are eliminated in AM. 

However, the majority of the AM laser energy reflects 
off the material surface and is not absorbed due to 
the high-optical reflectivity of copper. Copper’s high-
thermal conductivity causes large thermal losses 
within the build area, resulting in under melting and 
solidification defects.

Engineers Chris Barr and Wes Everhart developed a 
new patent-pending, beam control algorithm, which 
is able to account for these large thermal losses 
in powder bed AM systems. The advanced beam 
control software takes into consideration the material 
properties and geometry to maintain a constant 

processing temperature. It also has the ability to 
predict and control cooling rate to avoid solidification 
micro-cracking. Its predictive ability informs the 
parameter selection of the design of experiments 
and is able to focus in on fewer combinations, with 
fewer samples needing analyzation.

Thanks to the development of this software, what 
would typically take over six months is reduced to 
three weeks for adapting new materials to AM, such 
as Oxygen-Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper 
and high-strength aluminums.

We are now making progress towards the ability 
to apply these methodologies to the production of 
complex components of solid copper and employing 
AM for new applications. With optimized control 
parameters, the build processes are exhibiting high 
efficiency and fast build rates. This is accomplished 
by using pure OFHC copper without any alloys, 
additives or infiltrants needed.

AM is not a replacement for traditional welding, 
but an alternative manufacturing method to other 
processes such as forging or casting. The main 
benefits of AM are the ability to manufacture shapes 
that are more complex, minimal increase in costs 
and the opportunity to reduce the amount of material 
waste.

Developing new technique to weld copper
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(Left) Wes Everhart holding a mock shaped 
charge liner and (Right) Chris Barr holding an 
unconventional heat sink design.

Unconventional heat sink design: AM process 
is capable of complex unsupported thin-walled 
features.

R&D continues to grow at KCNSC
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Congratulations to Honeywell Chemical Engineer 
Morgan Mayer on being named the first STEP Ahead 
Award recipient at KCNSC. 

The Manufacturing Institute launched the STEP 
(Science, Engineering, Technology and Production) 
Ahead Award program to bolster women in the 
manufacturing field. Since 2013, it has annually 
awarded the STEP Ahead Award to honor women who 
demonstrate excellence and leadership in their careers 
and represent all levels of the manufacturing industry. 

In just five years at Honeywell, Morgan has been 
instrumental in cutting project costs, reducing time 
to completion and eliminating mistakes. She also 
introduced the standardization of the laser welding 
computer control programs. Thanks to her work, 
welding parameters and weld paths are now in 
template form which allow engineers to read, write and 
edit programs easily. 

Outside of her day-to-day work activities, Morgan is 
involved in community outreach through Honeywell. 
As part of the Middle School Engineering Project, 
Morgan works with local seventh-graders to promote 
STEM. Morgan is also a volunteer for “Introduce a 
Girl to Engineering Day” and local IGNITE events at 
high schools in the Kansas City area. Last year, she 
supported an eclipse event at the Kansas City National 
Security Campus for fifth-graders, using the day to 
teach the students about the science of the eclipse 
and how to safely view it. Morgan’s energy and love 
for science makes her a great role model for young 
people, especially young women.  

Honeywell engineers Tamara Gibson and Offie 
Adams are this year’s recipients of the Black 
Achievers Award. Each year the Black Achievers 
Society of Kansas City selects business leaders who 
serve as role models to the community.

Tamara Gibson, a senior chemical engineer, joined 
Honeywell in 2010 as part of an engineering rotation 
program. She spent six months in the Analytical Lab, 
Microelectronics and Rubber and Plastics before 
deciding which department best fit her interest and 
skills. She currently leads product and process 
design development and manages $500,000 in 
project scope annually. In her spare time, Tamara 
volunteers in the community coaching middle school 
girls basketball and supports several of Honeywell’s 
community efforts.

Offie Adams, an electrical engineer, joined 
Honeywell in 2014. As a technical lead within the 
Test Engineering High Energy domain, he designs 
custom hardware and software. He has served as 
the University Relations lead for the Honeywell Black 
Employees Network. In his spare time, he works 
with Kids Community Growing Prosperity tutoring 
students in math.

During the Black Achievers Society Annual Award 
presentation, Honeywell also announced a new 

scholarship program to support African American 
students from Kansas City urban areas who are 
pursuing engineering and computer science 
degrees. President John Ricciardelli and Senior 
Honeywell Operating System Manager Anthony 
Carey announced that Honeywell is funding two 
scholarships worth up to $40,000 in partnership with 
the Black Achievers Society.

“These scholarships will help us recruit and retain 
the best and brightest diverse engineering talent to 
the Kansas City National Security Campus,” said 
Ricciardelli.

Gibson and Adams named Black Achievers
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STEP Ahead Award 
recognizes women in 
manufacturing

Think big… then  
make it happen
Every day our employees demonstrate how 
to “Think Big…Then Make it Happen.” This 
year’s patent awardees show us how to 
innovate with agility, test and then translate 
the best ideas into executable plans. This is 
how we continue to move national security 
innovation forward at KCNSC.

Of the 67 invention disclosures filed with 
the Law & Contracts department in 2017, 9 
patents were issued by the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. 

Congratulations to the following patent award 
winners:

George Bohnert and Daniel Bowen, III 
for Method of Making Carbon Fiber from 
Asphaltenes 

Daniel E. Bowen, III and Somnath Sarkar 
for Aminoanthracene- Epoxy Nanocomposite 
Containing Free Anthracene

Richard Dean Miller for Apparatus for 
Mounting an X-Ray Device on a Ladder 

Richard Dean Miller and Robert Thom for 
Lightning Shielding Apparatus 

Daniel Ewing and Kyle Maples for Method 
of Forming an Integrated Circuit With Heat-
Mitigating Diamond-Filled Channels

Daniel Ewing and Kyle Maples for Method 
of Forming an Integrated Circuit With Heat-
Mitigating Diamond-Filled Channels

Joseph Ambrose Wolf and Kenneth 
Peterson (Sandia) for Ceramic Substrate 
Including Thin Film Multilayer Surface 
Conductor 

Stephen Hatch and Jonathan Hatch for 
Rapid PCB Prototyping By Selective Adhesion 

Joshua Coulter for Case for Cooling an 
Electronic Device Via an Endothermic 
Reaction 
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Science Bowl ignites fun competition  

Space camp launches the imagination 
for area students

If a lightning bolt is seen and its accompanying thunder is heard 15 seconds later, 
how far away is the storm? If you were at the Kansas City Regional Science Bowl 
competition, you would have heard the correct answer: 3 miles.

Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and Honeywell, the Science Bowl 
aims to get students excited about science and math, and to inspire them to 
pursue careers in these fields. With STEM jobs growing 3 times faster than other 
sectors, Honeywell is working with local schools to boost the pipeline. 

This year, 7 middle schools and 19 high schools gathered from the region to 
compete in this high-energy battle in a quiz-show format. Two teams race to 
answer questions on biology, chemistry, earth and space sciences, mathematics, 
and computer science. 

Congratulations to Pleasant Ridge Middle School, Blue Valley West High School, 
and Ladue Horton Watkins High School! The winning teams received an all-
expenses-paid trip to Washington, D.C., to compete against other regional winners 
at the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Science Bowl this spring. 

Nine local Kansas City students were among 300 students selected worldwide from 
25 countries to participate in this year’s Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy. 

Created in partnership with the U.S. Space & Rocket Center, the Space Camp is 
a week-long program that takes place at in Huntsville, Alabama. At the Academy, 
students experienced hands-on activities such as testing rockets and simulating 
astronaut training, shuttle missions and a moonwalk. The program is designed 
to emphasize Science, Technology, Engineering and Math education in an ever-
changing, connected world. 

Honeywell has also selected 30 area teachers to go to Space Camp along with 
teachers from around the world this summer.

eCONNECTIONS is published by Honeywell, which manages the U.S. Department of Energy’s Kansas City National Security Campus.

Students get inside look at manufacturing 

On your mark, get set, flow! 

As one of the premier manufacturing employers in 
the region, Honeywell is finding unique ways to reach 
potential talent including hosting a Manufacturing 
Night to introduce high school students to the career 
options available at the KCNSC.

Through Honeywell’s partnership with Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of Kansas City, the “Made 
for Manufacturing” event provided area youth 
with hands-on demonstrations and one-on-one 
mentoring with Machinists, Production Fabricators, 

Assemblers and Lab Technicians. Students saw 
first-hand the type of skills they will need to pursue a 
career in the technical trades.

In the last year, Honeywell has hired hundreds of new 
people for manufacturing jobs such as assemblers, 
welders, machinists, and tool and die makers. By the 
end of 2018, Honeywell will hire an additional 450 
employees bringing its workforce to 4,000 to fulfill its 
national security mission. 

This year’s New Mexico FIRST® LEGO® League 
Championship was all about water and hydro 
dynamics. Sponsored by Honeywell, teams of 
elementary and middle school students built, 
tested, and programed an autonomous robot using 
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® technology to solve a set of 
missions in the Robot Game. 

The mission of FIRST® LEGO® is closely aligned  
with Honeywell’s effort to inspire young people to  
be science and technology leaders and innovators  
by engaging them in exciting mentor-based 
programs that build science, engineering, and 
technology skills. 
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